PHOTOVOLTAIC | HORIZONTAL PAVERS
SOLAR POWERED ILLUMINATION
Photovoltaic transforms the already eco-friendly
glass block into a new building instrument,
ideal for brightening exterior applications while
conserving energy. The Seves Photovoltaic
Horizontal Pavers features solar powered, lowvoltage illuminating glass pavers - a fast, easy and
low-cost alternative to electrical ground lighting.
Add soft droplets of light to dark exteriors or
create glowing walkway patterns all without the
need for intricate electrical installation, wiring
or maintenance. These pavers are designed
specifically for exterior use in commercial, public
and residential applications such as walkways,
sidewalks, bridges, balconies, patios, decks and
gardens as well as in exterior walls and panels.

SAVE ENERGY NOW
SOLAR PANEL

0.6 W±10% / 4 V (service life 25 years) STC

CHARGING: 150 mA at STC
DISCHARGING: 8–10 mA (or up to 2.9 V)

MATERIAL

OPERATING TEMPERATURE

LED:

DIMENSIONS

-20°C / +60°C - (from -4 to +140 °F)

BATTERY

BR 11/6

LUMINOUS FLUX: 10 lm (lumen)

Dimensions without shell:

4.625” x 2.375”
Dimensions with shell:

Li-Ion 3.7 V / 2 600 mAh (service life max 500
cycles) To prolong the life expectancy of the
battery, a level of battery charge necessary for
the Photovoltaic to light up is electronically set.

LIGHT COLOR: Cool White

5.8125” x 2.625”

OPERATING TIME (Fully charged): 200 hours

WEIGHT : 2.42 lbs.

SOLAR PANEL

0.6 W±10% / 4 V (service life 25 years) STC

CHARGING: 150 mA at STC
DISCHARGING: 8–10 mA (or up to 2.9 V)

MATERIAL

OPERATING TEMPERATURE

LED:

DIMENSIONS

-20°C / +60°C - (from -4 to +140 °F)

BATTERY

B 1111/6

4 LED GW JDSRS1.EC, 16400 – 21000 mcd

Half-shell glass block

Li-Ion 3.7 V / 2 600 mAh (service life max 500
cycles) To prolong the life expectancy of the
battery, a level of battery charge necessary for
the Photovoltaic to light up is electronically set.

Service life: 50000 hrs

4 LED GW JDSRS1.EC, 16400 – 21000 mcd
LUMINOUS FLUX: 10 lm (lumen)

Half-shell glass block
Dimensions without shell:

4.625” x 4.625” x 2.375”
Dimensions with shell:

LIGHT COLOR: Cool White

5.6875” x 5.6875” x 2.5625”

OPERATING TIME (Fully charged): 200 hours

WEIGHT : 2.86 lbs.

Service life: 50000 hrs
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